




The crisp LCS surface means handwritten text, slides, video, and interactive screen projections can be seen with 
minimal glare from any angle. Heavy-gauge steel offers unmatched magnetic capacity to safely hold large, heavy 
documents and other materials. The Claridge LCS Marker Wall is a true multipurpose presentation solution.

Small markerboards have a role in the workplace, but some applications require more space. Claridge Marker Walls 
can extend from floor to ceiling, or can be mounted on or into an existing wall. The surface can reach 10 feet in 
height, and 4-foot wide panels are joined with tight seams for continuous writing ability. Panels can be custom-cut and 
fitted to accommodate angles and wall outlets. A variety of trim options can complement any room décor. Detailed 
product specifications are available on our website at www.claridgeproducts.com.

Claridge is an industry leader in marker-based products. We introduced the first porcelain enamel steel marker 
surface to the U.S. market in 1973 – and we continue to achieve advances in the technology to provide a product 
of superior quality and durability. In fact, Claridge Marker Walls are backed by a 50-year writing surface guarantee.  
We also offer fast delivery, can recommend professional installers, and have knowledgeable customer service to 
ensure satisfactory performance of your Marker Wall from day one.



Financial service companies use Claridge Marker Walls to view long-term projections. Architecture and design firms 
post heavy blueprints and samples. Software firms and utilities use them to develop complex flowcharts and maps. 
Command centers track schedules, and training rooms support all-day sessions. Marker walls add a crisp, elegant look 
for executive boardrooms and conference rooms. And knowledgeable workers in any industry appreciate the clean, 
wide-open space to generate the next big idea.

With guaranteed long-term, multipurpose performance, Claridge Marker Walls offer substantial cost-effectiveness 
compared to vinyl products. Contact a Claridge consultant at 800-434-4610 to discuss custom marker wall solutions 
for unmatched performance and style in the workplace.


